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About This Game
The Gallery is a puzzle/exploration game series built for virtual reality and inspired by the mystery of dark 80’s fantasy
adventure films.
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The Gallery - Episode 1: Call of the Starseed ™
A strange message left by your mischievous twin sister, Elsie, will draw you into a mysterious journey filled with bizarre
characters, a sinister presence and awe inspiring adventure. Along the way, you will be assisted by a helpful yet unhinged
Professor who may harbor ulterior motives of his own. Your search for Elsie will lead you to a cosmic machine that wields
incredible power and it will test your will against the forces of a shadowy figure who resides within it.

Become the hero and experience a deeply immersive adventure inspired by the dark 80's fantasy films we know and
love.
Enjoy groundbreaking gameplay designed specifically for VR with a full-room scale support experience, 1:1 hand
tracking, and made for VR interactions that will have you moving, sitting, standing. crouching and crawling.
Challenge your wit and curiosity solving puzzles and diving into detailed worlds; looking in, under, over and around
every nook and cranny.
Traverse through mysterious environments with comfort and ease, using Cloudhead's dynamically scaling BLINK
locomotion system.
Cutting edge positional audio and spellbinding soundtrack by award winning composer Jeremy Soule.
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Title: The Gallery - Episode 1: Call of the Starseed
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Cloudhead Games ltd.
Publisher:
Cloudhead Games ltd.
Franchise:
The Gallery
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2016
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: Intel Core i5-4590
Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: Geforce GTX 970 OR AMD Radeon R9 290
DirectX: Version 11
Additional Notes: includes native Rift support

English
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Call of the Starseed continues to blow me away - one of *the* most immersive narrative experiences you can possibly find.
Staggering achievement.. The whole experience is literally going through a beach and a sewer. After that the story has barely
started to begin and they just roll the end credits. The fact that this was one of the first VR games also shows as the movement is
a bit clunky at best.
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Super Alpaca Bros. Now Available on Steam!:
Super Alpaca Bros. for all Alpacaist is available on Steam now. Start your Alpacaist's journey by purchasing the game right
now!. Golden Time Event: 2x EXP, 2x Skill, and 2x Drops:
Dragons!
Need a boost from the usual rates? Kick it into overdrive during our Golden Time Event! Starting tomorrow, enjoy our 2x EXP,
2x Skill, and 2x Drop event!
Event Duration:
August 17, 2018 11:00 - August 20, 2018 18:00 Pacific

Remember, this double XP event only lasts until Monday, August 20th, so don’t wait too long to start earning double XP!. The
evolution behind My Brother Rabbit - actual gameplay and new art!:
From detective adventures to robo-mooses! Check out our new video with gameplay, art and lots of inspiration! Find out how
we started on our new path of imagination and where it leads to!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6_XVk7N89w4&feature=youtu.be
My Brother Rabbit is a beautifully drawn exploration and puzzle adventure game set in a surreal world that mixes reality with a
child's imagination from Artifex Mundi is coming this Fall! A young girl faces harsh reality when she falls ill. The little girl and
her brother use the power of imagination to escape the hostile outside world. Together they envision a fantastic universe that
provides the play and comfort they need. Follow them on a quest through five lands filled with incredible robo-moose, levitating
baobabs, giant mushrooms, and melting clocks.
Don’t forget to add us to Steam Wishlist!
https://store.steampowered.com/app/855640/My_Brother_Rabbit/
. Closed Beta Wave 3 is going live in 5 minutes!:
The second day of Closed Beta Wave 3 is going live in 5 minutes!
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. Hotfix - August 8, 2016:
1) Fixed displaying of contacts sprites on the map.
2) Changed the rate of vertical camera rotation in the map mode.
3) Adjusted camera operation in the map mode and the switching of camera from the map to 3D mode and vice versa.. Hotel
Mogul: Las Vegas released!:
Hurry up to get additional discount on Hotel Mogul: Las Vegas!
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1061850/Hotel_Mogul_Las_Vegas/. Dead Effect 2 VR is almost ready! Stay tuned!:
BadFly Interactive studio is proud to say that in couple days will launch Dead Effect 2 VR in Early Access. „We are ready and
want you to get even more involved“, says the team of developers.
Want to feel how is to be attacked from each angle?
Charge and change weapons against unpredictible enemies?
Fairly new demo will be available till the end of the week.
Are you excited...?
http://store.steampowered.com/app/646200/Dead_Effect_2_VR/
. Kickstarter Anniversary Livestream:
Hi!
We had our Kickstarter Anniversary Livestream last night with guests, giveaways and new reveals!
Be sure to check it out below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0kpNE4lu64M. New update - August 9, 2017:
1) Unhistorical units are not shown in the reserves list when the setting is enabled
2) Changed the algorithm of blast effect on armored vehicles. 6 More Games Announced for LudoNarraCon!:
A whole bunch more games are exhibiting during LudoNarraCon!
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